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l. Introduction 

The mathematical theory of relativistic quantum fields has 
mainly been developed within two general frameworks. On the one 
hand there is the approach initiated by Wightman and Garding [1), 
where the fields are considered as distributions with values in the 
unbounded, closable operators on a Hilbert space. On the o_ther 
hand there is the theory of Haag, Kastler and Araki [2) [3) using 
nets of C*-resp. v. Neumann algebras associated with bounded 
domains of space-time. lt is a long standing problem to establish 
conditions under which it is possible to pass from one scheme to 
the other. We shall not attempt to review all previous work on 
this subject here, but mention only the papers [4) [5) [6] and tl:i.e 
recent publication [7], where further references can be found. 

In this paper we propose to consider this question from a point 
of view that was developed in two papers by Dubois-Violette about 
10 yea.rs ago [8,9]. In_ this papers it is shown how one can in a 
natural way associate a C* -algebra B with any * -algebra U that is 
equipped with a fa.mily of C*-seminorms. Moreover, every state w 
on U that satisfies a certain positivity condition determines a state 
w on the C* -algebra B in such a way that w can be reconstructed 
from w. In the special case where U is a.n algebra of polynomials, 
the C*-algebra B is an algebra of continuous functions and the 
construction of w amounts to solving a classical moment problem. 
For this reason the term ~ noncommuta.tive moment problems ~ 
has been used in [8] [9] for the general case. 

This forma.lism can be a.pplied toa Wightman-Garding quan
tum field theory in the algebraic-version due to Borchers [10] and 
Uhlmann [11). A quantum field is here rega.rded as a represen
tation of a tensor algebra over a space of test function; in the 
simplest case with Schwartz test functions this algebra is denoted 
by s_. The locality postulate of quantum field theory means that 
the representation should annihilate a two sided ideal, Ic , that 
is generated by commutators of test functions with space-like se-
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parated supports. The relevant algebra for a local quantum field 
theory is therefore the quotient algebra S /Ic rather than S itself. 

In [8) [9) Dubois-Violette considered the algebra S.. and showed 
that every positive functional on it gives rise to a state on an a
ssociated e•-algebra, called the <quasi-localizable e•-algebra~. 
While this C* -algebra is generated by nets of subalgebras co
rresponding to bounded domains of Minkowski space, it does not 
satisfy the locality postulate, i.e. commu tativity for space-like se
parated domains. There thus remains the problem to decide which 
states on S.. give rise to representations of the quasi-localizable e·
algebra fulfilling the locality postulate. A sufficient condition was 
stated in [8) in terms of quasi-analyticity of the va.cuum, that im
plies essential self-adjointness of the field operators on the natural 
domain. 

In an endeavour to obtain more general criteria, we would 
like to apply the method of [8] [9] to the algebra S../Ic instead of 
S.. . The associated C* -aigebra has the local commutativity built 
in and is thus a quasi-local algebra in the sense of [2}. It is not a 
priori clear, however, that this C*-algebra is a useful object. The 
main ingredient requiered for its construction is a family of con
tinuous e• -seminorms on the algebra S../Ic . These C* -seminorms 
determine the positivity condition which a functional on S../Ic has 
to satisfy in arder to define a state on the e•-algebra: The func
tional has to be positive on the closure of the positive cone in S../Ic 
w.r.t. the topology defined by the e•-seminorms. If this closure 
is too big, there may be no non trivial functionals that satisfy this 
requirement. This happens for instance if one considers instead of 
Ic the ideal corresponding to the canonical commutation relations, 
that have no bounded representation at all. 

In this paper we investigate the topology defined by the con
tinuous e• -seminorms on S../Ic . We show that the algebra admits 
a continuous e• - norm, so the topology separates points. This 

means that the associated~atgebra is nontrivial,and the functionals 
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on S../Ic which satisfy the positivity requirement ¡¡pan a dense set 
in the dual ~pace (SJic)' . We also prove that the topology defined 
by the continuous C*-norms induces the original Fréchet-topology 
on each < finite segment ::> of S../Ic , i.e. the subspaces generated 
by tensor powers of S up to a finite order. This means in parti
cular that every n-point Wightman-distribution can be written as 
a linear combination of n-point distributions that correspond to a 
representation of the test function algebra by bounded operators 
satisfying the condition of local commutativity. 

Finally, we show that the algebraS../Ic has a faithful, Poincaré 
covariant representation by bounded operators. 

2. The General Formalism 

In this section we review the general formalism developed by 
Dubois-Violette [8,9]. 

Let U be a * -algebra over e with unit element l. A seminorm 
p on U is called a C* -seminorm if 

p(a*a) = p{a)2 

for all a E U < 1 ~ Let r be a family of C*-seminorms on U and assume 
that the topology Tr generated by r on U is H ausdor J J, i.e. for 
every a E U, a:/: O, there is a pE r with p(a) :/:O. Denote by 
A(U,r) (or simply A, if U and r are fixed) the completion of U 
w.r.t. Tr. A is in a natural way a topological *-algebra. If a E A, 
then the spectrum Sp(a) is the set of alL\ E e such that a-'- >.1 
is not invertible in A. Using standard results of C*-theory one 
shows that 

A+ :={a E A 1 sp(a) e R+} 

is a closed, convex cone in A and 

A+= {a*a 1 a E A}= {h2 1 hE A,h = h*} = Tr-closure 

( 1) This implies that p satisfies p(ab) $ p(a)p(b) and p(a*) = p(a), for 

all a, b =U, cf. (13]. 
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of {í:a¡'a¡ 1 a¡ E U}. 

We denote by Ut the intersection of A+ with U; this is also 
the Tr-closure in U of the convex con e u+ = {La; a¡ 1 a¡ E U}. A 
linear functional w on u is called r -strongly positive ( or ,for fixed 
r, simply strongly positive), if w is positive on ut. 

The positive cone .A+ defines an order relation on .A denoted 
by ~- Let M :: M(U, r) be the linear subspace of .A generated 
by order intervals with endpoints in U, i.e. 

M= Mh+iMh 

M h = { x E .A 1 x = x*, 3a, b E U with a ~ x ~ b} 

M is a *-invariant, linear space, but in general not an algebra 
unless U is commutative. 

We have the following theorem ( [8], theorem 1 and prop. 4, 
cf. also [9], prop.26.12): 

Theorem 2.1. - A linear functional w on U has an extension w 
toa linear functional on M that is positive on M+ =M n .A+ if 
and only if w is strongly positive. 

The extension w satisfies 

where 

w#(h) ~ w(h) ~ w#(h) for all hE M, h = h* 

w#(h) := sup{w(a) 1 a E U, a~ h} 

w#(h) := inf{w(b) 1 bE U,h ~ b} 

The extension is unique if and only if w# = w#. 

Consider next the algebra 

Boo ={a E .A 1 supp(a) < oo}. 
pEI' 
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It is straightforward to verify that 8 00 is a C* -algebra, when 
equipped with the norm 

11 a 11:= sup p(a). 
per 

Moreover 8
00

is contained in M, for if h E C(X) ,' h = h: then 
- 11 h 111 5 h 511 h 11= l. In general, U and Bo:;, will only have 
multiples of the unit element in common. On the other hand, a 
strongly positive functional w on U can by theorem 2.1 be extended 
to a positive functional w on M and w can be restricted to 800 • 

This restriction in fact determines w uniquely ( cf. [8], theorem 
5). In this way one has esta.blished a connection between strongly 
positive functionals on U and states on the C* -algebra. 8 00 • The 
situation is illustrated by the following dia.gram. 

A 
u 
M 

v 0 
U !¡;¡ Boo 

IÑ '\. 1 /w¡B.,., 
e 

The spaces A,M and 800 can be easily described in concrete 
terms if U is the commutative algebra C[X 1 , ..• , X n] of polyno
mials in n indeterminates and r is the family of all C* -seminorms 
on U. U can be identified with the algebra of polynomial functions 
on Rn, and the C* -seminorm are of the form 

p(P) = sup 1 P(x) 1 
xEK 

with ]( C Rn compact. A is the algebra of al1 continuous functions 
on Rn, whereas M consists of the polynomially bounded continu
ous functions. The algebra 8 00 is the C* -algebra of all bounded, 
continuous finctions on Rn with the sup-norm. Strongly positive 
functionals on U are those that are positive on al1 positive poly
nomials. The pos~tive functionals on M correspond to positive 
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measures on ~n of rapid decrease at infinity. The measures are 
uniquely determined by the states they define on 8 00 • It is also 
clear that the subalgebra C0 (R) of functions vanishing at infinity 
is sufficiently large to determine the measure. 

In the general situation it may also happend that a suitable 
subalgebra of Boo is a more natural object to deal with than Boo 
itself. To construct such subalgebras one can make use of the 
functional calculus established in [8]: Namely, for every her
mitean h E U, there is a unique homomorphism <p of the algebra 
of con~inuous functions on S= sp(h) into A such that <p(Ids) = h 
and <p(l) = l. H f is a polynomially bounded, continuous function, 
then <p(f) =: f(h) E M, and if f is bounded, then f(h) E 8 00 • 

Let g be a subset of hermitean elements of U. Define B(Q,r) as 
the subalgebra of 8 00 generated by elements f(h) with hE g and 
fE Co(R). If gis a set of generators for U, then the restriction of 
w to B(Q, f) is sufficient to determine w uniquely. On the other 
hand one has the following strengtening of theorem 2.1 ( cf. [8], 
corollary 3). 

Theorem 2.2. - The restriction w 1 B(Q,r) is uniquely deter
mined by w if and only if 

w#(a) = w#(a) for all a= a* E B(Q, f). 

In [9] it is shown that this uniqueness holds e.g. in the case that the 
elements in g are represented by essentially self-adjoint operators 
in the GNS-representation of U defined by w. 

Finally we remar k that the .choice of the algebras B(Q, f) 
is somewhat arbitrary. Instead of using functions vanishing at 
infinity to generate an algebra, one could júst as well consider 
the C* -subalgebra of 8 00 generated by the unitary elements ei>.h, 

hE g, .-\E R. 
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3. C*-seminorms On Partially Symmetric Tensor Alge
bras 

Let E be a linear space (over C) and p a relation on E, i.e. a 
subset of E X E. The partially symmetric tensor algebra Sp(E) is 
defined as the quotient algebra. 

Sp(E) = T(E)flp 

where T(E) is the tensor algebra over E and Ip is the two-sided 
ideal in T(E) generated by all commutators a Q9 b- b Q9 a with 
(a, b) E p. If E is a topological vector space, it is understood that 
T(E) is the completion of the algebraic tensor produced w.r.t. 
sorne suitable tensor product topology and that Ip is a closed ideal. 

We consider first the case that E is a finite dimensional space 
with basis {e1 , . •. ,eN} and pis a relation on the basis elements 
[14]. One can then also regard pasa relation on the set {1, ... , N}. 
Sp(E) is in a natural way a *-algebra, if the basis elements are 
considered to be * -invaria.nt. We shall construct representations 
of S P by embedding this algebra into a group algebra. 

Let G P denote the <partially abelian free group> corre
sponding to the relation p. This is defined as the group with 
N generators u¡, ... , UN satisfying the relations 

U¡Uj = UjUi if ( i,j) E p. 

The group algebra :h(Gp) consists of all formal sumF 

with a 9 E C and 
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The product in Ji ( G p) is the convolution 

(Ea9G) * (E¡3hh) = L ( L a9h-1¡3h )g 
g h 

and the * -operation is 

(Ea9g)* = Ea9-1g. 

We embed Sp(E) into .J1(Gp) as follows: Define 

<p( e¡) := ~(u¡ + u¡-1
) 

and extend <p toa homomorphism Sp(E)- .J1(Gp)· This is pos 
sible, because [<p(e¡),<p(ej)] =O in ..71(Gp), if[e¡,ej] =O in Sp(E). 

Lemma 3.1. - The homomorphism <pis injective. 

Proof. - Let ..70 ( G p) denote the subalgebra of ..7t ( G P) consisting of 
all finite sums Ea9g. We define a grading on .Jo(Gp) with values 
in Z by putting 

deg u¡ = +1 

degu¡- 1 = -1 

and extending this to al! monomials, i.e. elements of G P e ..70 ( G p), 
by the formula 

deg gh = deg g + deg h (3.1) 

If a= Ea9 g E .Jo( G p), a =f. O we define 

deg a= max {deg g 1 a 9 =f. O}. 

Now Sp(E) is also a graded algebra with deg e¡= 1 for all i. More
over, we ha ve for all Í¡, ... , in 

1 
<p(e¡ 1 0 ... 0 e¡,.) =::_

2
n U¡ 1 ® ... ®u¡,. + terms of lower degree. 
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lt follows that <p : Sp(E) -+ :Jo(Gp) preserves the degree. In 
particular we have ker <p = {0}. 

The ( nondegenerate) represen tations of JI ( G P) correspond 
uniquely to the unitary representations of G p· If V is a represen
tation of JI ( G p), then 1r = V o <p is a representation of S p( E), 
and 

1r(e¡) = ~(V(u¡) + V(u¡)*). (3.2) 

Since V(ui) is unitary, we have l11r(e¡)ll:::; l. Conversely, if 1r is a 
representation of Sp(E) with l11r(e¡)ll:::; 1 for all i, we can define a 
representation V of JI ( G p) satisfying (3.2) by 

V( u¡)= 1r(e¡) + i.j1- 7r(e¡). (3.3) 

We may picture the situation by the diagram 

8(1t) 

Sin ce <pis injective, we obtain a faithful representation 1r of S p( E) 
with 117r(e¡)ll :::; 1 by picking any faithful representation V of 
JI(Gp) (it su:ffices that Vis faithful on Jo(Gp)) and combining it 
with t.p. We may for instance consider the left regular representa
tion V .7, defined on 

as follows: 

V.7(~a9g)(~.Lhh) = L ( L a 9h-lf3h )u. 
g h 

This representation is faithful because the unit element of the 
group defines a separating vector in 1-l. We have thus proven, 
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Theorem 3.2. - Suppose E is finite dimensional and p is a rela
tion on a set ofbasis elements for E. Then the algebra Sp(E) has 
a faithful representation by bounded operators on Hilbert space. 

The construction above can be described quite explicity if 
S p(E) is the totally symmetric tensor algebra S(E). Here G P = 
zn. The left regular representation V .1 is defined on 1i = :Ni} N, 

and u¡ resp u¡-1 is represented by a right resp. left shift in the i-th 
factor. The Fourier transform 

establishes an isomorphism between 1i and L2 ([ -11', 11']N, dx ). Here 
~i resp. u¡-1 is represented as multiplication with the function 
exp(ixi) resp. exp( -ix¡). Hence 1l'{e¡) is multiplication by cos X¡. 

The C* -algebra. genera.ted by 11'( S p( E)) is the algebra. of all con
tinuous functions on [-11', 11']N, that are even w.r.t. inversion of 
each coordinate. After a variable transformation, y¡ = cos X¡, this 
algebra is manifestly isomorphic to the algebra of all continuous 
functions on [-1, l]N equipped with the sup norm. Under. the 
same isomorphism the algebra 1l'{S(E)) is mapped onto the alge
bra of polynomia.ls restricted to [ -1, 1 ]N. 

Any bounded representation 1l' of Sp(E) gives rise to a C*
seminorm 

p(a) = 111l'(a)ll· 

Further bounded representation and C*-seminorms can be con
structed by combining 1l' with automorphism of the algebra. Thus 
one can for each-\ > O define an automorphism aA of Sp(E) by 
aAei := Ae¡ a.nd obtain a representa.tion 1l'A = 1l' o a>. and a C*
seminorm p >. = p o a A. In the case of the totally symmetric tensor 
algebra discussed above, pA is the sup norm on [-A, A ]N. One 
thus obtains a basis of C* -norms for the symmetric tensor alge
bra by combining the regular representation of the group algebra 
and the automorphisms aA. It is an open question whether this is 
generally true for the aJgebras Sp(E). 
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Consider now the partially symmetric tensor algebra S../Ic 
that is of interest in quantum :field theory [13]. Here S = T( S) 
is the tensor algebra over Schwartz space of the test functions, 
S = S(~d), and Ic is the two sided ideal generated by commu 
tators 'f ® g- g ® f, with J,g E S having space-like separated 
supports. 

Theorem 3.4. - The algebraS../Ic admits a continuous C*-norms 
and thus has a faithful representation by bounded operators om 
Hilbert space. 

Proof. - We use the method of [14] to map the algebra onto 
partially symmetric tensor algebras over finite dimensional spaces. 
Let X = {X¡, •.. , x N} be a set of points in ~d. Define a relation 
Px on {1, ... ,N} by 

(i,j) E Px iff (x¡- x;)2 < o. 
Denote by Sx(E) the partially symmetric algebra corresponding 
to the relation p x. Let e1 , •.. , e N be the generators for S x( E) 
and define a homomorphism ~ x : S_fic - S x( E) by 

N 

~x(f) = Lf(x¡)e¡ {3.4) 
i=l 

for f E S and canonical extension to other elements of the algebra. 
lt was shown in [14], lemma 4.3, that the homomorphism ~ x 
separate points in S Jic when X runs through all finite subsets of 
~d. Suppose now that pis a C*-seminorm on Sx. Then px := 
p o~ x is a C*-seminorm on S../Ic. Moreover, 

N 

Px(/) ~ sup 1 f(x) 1· LP(e¡) 
:t: i=l 

so px is continuous w.r.t. the LF-topology of S /Ic. H ~e combine 
this seminorm with an automorphisrn aA with). = (:¿p(e¡))-\ 
we obtain a new C*-seminorm qx with the same null hp~ce, and 

qx(J) ~ sup 1 f(x) 1. 
:t: 
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The family { qx} is therefore equicontinuous, and 

ll·lloo := supqx 
X 

(3.5) 

is a continuous C* -seminorm S./Ic. The statement of the theorem 
now follows from lemma 4.3 in [14f and theorem 3.3. 

To construct further C*-norms on S./Ic one can make use 
of automorphisms of the algebra. In particular, we can consider 
graded automorphisms that are generated by mappings S -+ S of 
the form 

f-+ MJ = P(D,x)f{a,A} (3.6) 

where P(D, x) is a linear differential operator with polynomially 
bounded C00 -coefficients and {a, A} is a Poincaré-transformation. 
This mapping leaves the locality ideal invariant and thus generates 
an automorphism a.M : S../Ic -+ S../Ic. If 11 · 11 is a continuous 
C"' -norm on the algebra, then JI a M(· )11 is another continuous C*
norm. By using such automorphisms we can make more detailed 
statements than theorem 3.4 about the topology defined by the 
continuous C*-norms on S}Ic. 

We recall from [14] that S./Ic is a locally convex direct sum 
of nuclear Fréchet-spaces: 

with (SJic)o = C and {S../Ic)n = S(Rn.d)/(IcnS(Rn.d)) for n ~ l. 
The topology on (S../Ic)n can e.g. be de:fined by the Schwartz
norms on S(Rn.d) 

An explicit formula for the corresponding quotient norm is given 
in [14] (formula (4.2) and prop.(4.2)). 
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Theorem 3.5. - The topology defined by the continuous C*
norms OJ) SJic induces the original Frechét topology on the sub
spaces El) (S./Ic)n for a.ll N < oo. 

•=0 
N 

Proof. - We have to show that every Schwa.rtz-norm on El) (S /Ic)n 
can be dominated by a C*-norm on the a.lgebra. SiñcJ' we can 
combine C*-norms with mappings of the type (3.6), it suffices to 
consider the simplest Schwartz norms on S(Rd·"): 

11/1~ = sup 1 /(z~, ... ,xn) 1 {3.7) 

N N 
and the corresponding norm ll·llo = L 11·11~ on ffi (S./Ic)n· Now 
for a.ll f E S(Rd·") the supremum •=fu (3.7), isN='feached at a 
point (x1, ... , in) E Rd.n. Hence, for every a E El) (S./Ic)n, there 
is a set X with at most N( N- 1)/2 points such"ftat 

llallo ~ p(~ x(a)) ~ constx ·llallo (3.8) 

where ~X is the homomorphism~/Ic -+ S(E) defined by {3.4) 
and p is a norm on Sx(E). The norm p depends only on the 
algebra S x( E), but is otherwise independent of a. Also the con
stant, <¡pnst x, depends only on the relation p x. Moreover, ~ x 
maps El) (S../Ic)n, onto a finite dimensional subspace of Sx(E), 
where aif norms are equivalent to each other. By theorem 3.2 we 
may therefore assume that pis a C*-norm. As X runs through 
allset with at most N(N - 1)/2 points the algebra Sx(E) will 
change. However, there are on~y finitely many different relations 
px and hence only finitely many different algebras to be taken into 
account. Because of this and (3.8), the family of C* -seminorms 
p o~ x is equicontinuous. The suprem11m over X defines then a 
C* -seminorm that dominates 11 · llo on El) (S../Ic)n· 

· n=O 

4. Poincaré-Covariance 

The Poincaré group P operates in a natural way as a group 
of continuous automorphisms of S../lc. If r is a family of C*
semiuorms on ~/le and r is invariant under this action, then 
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the group is also represented by automorphisms of the C*-algebra 
B(&Ic,r), defined in section 2, cf. [9], prop. 3. However, his 
action is in general not continuous in the group elements. In fact, 
suppose r contains the e· -seminorms 

11«11« = sup llx(a)ll 
xEK 

where K runs through the compact sets of characters on the alge
br-a.. For the C* -seminorm 11 · 11 on 8 we then ha ve 

llf(a)- f(b)ll ~ sup lf(x(a))- f(x(b))l 
X 

for all a,b E S./Ic,/ E Co(~). If a,b E (~./Ich are linearly in
dependent, there is a X with x(a) = 1 and x(b) = O. Thus we 

·have 
llf(a)- f(b)ll ~ l/(1)- /(0)1. 

Since a Poincaré-transformation L takes an element a E (~Ic), 
a -:f; 1 into a linea.rily independent element, it is clear that L -+ 

f(aLa) is nota continuous function on the group if a -:f; 1, /(0) -:f; 
/(1). 

This situation, however, is not unexpected; what matters is 
that the algebra should have many non trivial covariant representar 
tions, where the group action is uniterily implemented in a conti
nuous way and satisfies the phisical spectrum condition. (See [15] 
for a general characterization of representations that are quasi
equivalent to covariant representations.) The question whether 
this is the case for the C* -algebra B associated with the family of 
all continuous C* -seminorms on S../Ic is a very difficult one, and 
we shall not deal with it here. Instead we present an example 
of a Poincaré-cova.riant representation (without spectrum condi
tion) where the algebra S../Ic is faithfully represented by bounded 
operators. 

Consider the C*-norm ll·lloo on S../Ic defined by (3.5). This 
norm is obviously invariant under Poincaré-transformations. Mo
reover, the action is wntinuous in the group elements for every 
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fixed element of the algebra. In fact, since the norm is inva
riant, it suffices to consider the action on the generators, i.e. on 
~/Ic ~ S(~d). But there ll·lloo is the usual sup-norm and the as
sertion is obviously true. We can now apply a standard method for 
constructing covariant representations by forming cross products 
(cf. [16), ch.7.6): 

Let 1r be a representation of ~/Ic on a Hilbert space 1f. with 
ll1r(a)ll = llalloo· Define a representation if oftP,e algebraand a uni
tary representation U of the Poincaré group P on 1f. = L2(1f., P) 
by 

(i(a).,P)(L) = 11"(a:L 1a)tjJ(L) 

and 
(U(L¡)t/J)(L) = .,P(L}1 o L). 

then 

for all LE P, a E S/Ic. Moreover,~if is faithful since 11" is faithful. 
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